1. Using the construction algorithm (slides CH3.63 to CH3.81) discussed in class, create an NFA for the regular expression:

   \[ x \ ( z * | ( w * x ) \epsilon ) \ y \]

2. Apply the conversion algorithm (slides CH3.82 to CH3.94) discussed in class to create the equivalent DFA for the NFA of problem 1.
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1. Using the construction algorithm (slides CH3.63 to CH3.81) discussed in class, create NFAs for each of the regular expressions given below:
   
a. \((c (b a)^* | \epsilon)^*\)

b. \((z^* | (w x))^* (x y)\)

2. Apply the conversion algorithm (slides CH3.82 to CH3.94) discussed in class to create the equivalent DFAs for the NFAs of problem 2.